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The AustLit Anthology of Australia Criticism is a collection of authoritative articles by leading scholars on major Australian writers and their works.

The Anthology (available April 2009) is published by AustLit: The Australian Literature Resource (www.austlit.edu.au)

The Anthology will be available online and in a print-on-demand format and is fully integrated into AustLit.

Contact Linda Hale at info-austlit@austlit.edu.au to receive guest access to AustLit.

The Anthology contains a range of useful resources for teachers, including:

- Full text articles on novels, poems and plays
- An introduction by Linda Hale and Leigh Dale
- Short biographical summaries on authors
- Selected bibliographies

This resource is designed to support senior secondary and undergraduate students in their critical study and exploration of Australian writers and their texts.

The writers currently in the anthology include:

**Peter Carey**  **Jack Davis**  **Michael Gow**
**Dorothy Hewett**  **David Malouf**  **Hannie Rayson**
**Henry Lawson**  **David Williamson**  **Judith Wright**
**Kenneth Slessor**  **Les Murray**  **Tim Winton**
**Patrick White**  **Sally Morgan**  **Marcus Clark**
**Louis Nowra**  **Bruce Dawe**  **Henry Handel Richardson**

Article authors include:
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